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Gordon Suggs, director of Technology Services, addressed
concerns over the university's Internet problems at the RSA
meeting on Nov. 28.

Peace returns Internet help on way
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
Asst. Campus News Editor

Given the situation of America's war on terrorism, Peace
and Justice week, which ran
from Nov. 26 through Nov. 30,
held more significance than
those in years past.
Making its first appearance
on campus since 1997, Peace
and Justice week is a tradition
that has been lost along the wayside in past years.
"This year has presented
more of an emotional experience. The attacks of Sept. 11
have forced the issues from the
students' heads into their
hearts," said Mike Hasenmueller
of the Peace and Justiee proJJ:ram.

The purpose of the week was
to offer students a chance to
dialogue on issues of peace and
justice and, more importantly,
promote community building
as the emphasis along with the
dialogue.
The week began with an interactive panel featuring faculty; which discussed alternatives to war. On Tuesday, the
Dorothy Day House hosted a
Mass for peace and justice while
on Wednesday, Hausenmuller
led a meditation entitled "Envisioning a Peaceful World."
A vigil was held on Thursday
honoring .martyrs of peace and
justice. The week concluded
with a campus wide vigil on
See Peace, page 3
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Students donate hair

BY LORI GOETZINGER
Gordon Suggs, director of
Technology Services, presented
"Internet Access and Performance at Xavier University" on
Wednesday, Nov. 28 at the Resident Student Association meeting.
The purpose of his presentation was to address the Internet
problems the university is facing
this semester and to enlighten the
students on the ways in which this
dilemma will be solved.
"The fundamental issue is that
our Internet connection is too
small to support our 'usage and
needs,'' Suggs stated on the handout that accompanied his presentation. He alsostated part of the

problem is communication related. There isn't enough dialogue between the students and
the ISS department.
To .understand this issue, Suggs
believes it is first necessary to be
knowledgeable about Xavier's
current Internet setup.
"Xavier University has a stateof-the-art, Gigabit Ethernet campus network that we just installed
last year. This network provides
more than adequate connections
between systems on campus and
the campus servers. But our
Internet connection is much
smaller and is intended to service
the whole university,'' Suggs said.
There are three reasons why
the Internet is slow, according to
Suggs. The first is more people

are trying to connect; secondly,
there has been an increase in individual usage; and thirdly, many
new services on the Internet use
up a lot of space.
The presentation pointed to
the fact that the amount of students using their Internet connection has drastically increased.
In 1996-1997, less than 100 students used their Internet connection. By 2000-2001, the number
had increased to around l, 150
and this year over 1,450 students
are connected. The addition of
the Commons also contributed to
this year's increase.
"We are now seeing over 80
percent of students using their
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Campus News Editor

More on the war

See Internet, page 3
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BRIEFS 4,651 acts of kindness

>-Lori Goetzinger, Editor
>-News Room: 745-3122
>-xunews@hotmail.com

Vagina Monologues
On Friday, Jan. 18, 2002, the
Office of Multicultural Affairs
will sponsor a trip to the Aronoff
to see the off-Broadway hit, "The
Vagina Monologues," written by
Eve Ensler. "The Monologues"
explore women's attitudes about
their vaginas in reflective stories
of humor, outrage, mystery and
wisdom. To reserve a seat; contact OMA by Dec. 10. Tickets are
availabJe for $15. For more information, call Aiesha at 745-3110.

Scholarship deadline
The deadline for Antonio
Johnson scholarship nominations
is Friday, Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. Students,
faculty and staff may nominate an
African-American junior for the
scholarship, which will be
awarded on Friday, April 12, 2002.
Pick up an information form at the
Office of Multicultural Affairs or
call 745-3181.

Summer in Ireland
There will be informational
meetings on Wednesday, Dec. 5
and Thursday, Dec. 6 at 7 :30 p.m.
in B 11 Alter for students interested in going to Ireland as part
of a Xavier group in May or June
of 2002. Dr. Tim White who
teaches, "Celts, Conquest, and
Identity in Ireland" will answer
questions regarding these programs. For more information, call
Dr. White at 745-2997.

been extended to the end of the year.
BY LORI CiOmlNCiER
As of Dec. 4, 60 acts have been reCampus News Editor
This year, there will be 4,651 corded, according to Golde.
"We hope people will spread the
seats empty at holiday dinners and
celebrations. These same seats were word and keep the momentum govacant on Thanksgiving Day. This ing," Golde said.
Participants are asked to log
number represents the 4,651
the
Web
site
at
people who lost their lives during onto
www.4651 actsofkindness.cohl to
the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.
The Hillel Jewish Center in record their acts. The virtual guest
Cincinnati, along with Xavier Uni- book will be available online to
versity and the University of Cin- share with the victims' families and
the entire nation. ·
cinnati, is sponActs of kindsoring a proness
can be as
gram which ensimple as stopcourages
"~hope
ping a professor
people to parto thank him/
ticipate in 4,651
her, smiling at a
acts of kindness.
stranger on the
The project
street, or buying
was launched
lunch for a
on Nov. 13 by
friend.
The
the executive
-Mindy Golde,
community
director
at
Hillel Jewish Center also encourages
Hillel, Rabbi
Abbie Ingber, - - - - - - - - - - - - - students to support food, clothDr.
Mitchel
Livingston, vice president for stu- ing and blood donation organizadent affairs and human resources tions.
Hillel is located on UC's camat UC, and Rev. Leo Klein, S.J.,
vice. president for Mission and pus and also works with the Xavier
community. They included the two
Ministry at Xavier.
"Those people [victims of the universities as a challenge to stu"
terrorist attacks] aren'table to par- dents and faculty to perform acts of
ticipate, but we can inadvertently kindness.
"We are in the holiday season
do acts of kindness in their honor,"
said Mindy Golde, the Adele and right now and we just want to think
Alfred Catz Outreach Fellow at about those we have lost," Golde
said, "It's more about doing it in
Hillel.
The program was originally set honor of someone else."
For more information, contact
to be completed by Thanksgiving.
. However, the goal of 4,651 was not the Hillel Jewish Center at 513-221reached and the deadline has since 6728.

Police Notes

Christmas concert
The Xavier University Gospel
Choir will be holding its Christmas concert on Dec. 8 at 7 p.m.
The concert is titled ''The Gift of
Christ," and will be held at the
James Temple Church of God and
Christ at 1116 Lincoln Ave.
Shuttle service will be provided.

Ramadan ends
The Muslim Student Association will sponsor "Good Bye
Ramadan" on Tuesday, Dec. 11 at
5 p.m. in Alter 224. There will be
a discussion about Ramadan,
prizes and free food. For more information, visit www.xu.edu/msa.

B-I-N-G-0
The Resident Student Association will be holding a Bingo night
on Saturday, Dec. 8 at 9:30 p.m.
in O'Connor Sports Center. There
will be $2,000 worth of prizes, as
well as free food.

Alliance Panel
On Wednesday, Dec. 5, at 7:30
p.m., the Xavier Alliance will
present a panel discussion titled
"Homosexuality in the Catholic
Tradition" in Kelley Auditorium.

HOLIDAY SPIRITS ON
THE MALL·

------------------------people
will Sf read the
word and keep the
. ,,
momentum going.

Holiday book drive
The Xa"ier Literacy volunteers
are sponsoring the 'third annual
book drive. Boxes are located
around campus. Gently used
books can be donated or there is a
wish list at amazon.com under
Xavier Literacy Volunteers.

LIGHTING UP.·

Nov. 19, 11 p.m. - A fire
alarm in Buenger Hall went off.
There was burning food in the
Honors kitchen in the basement.
The fire department responded
and reset the alarm.
Nov. 20, 2:25 p.m. - The Williams College of Business reported the theft of a rug from the
second floor.
Nov. 20, 2:30 p.m. - Schmidt
Fieldhouse reported the theft of
clothing and a stereo system from
the locker rooms. There was no
sign of forced entry.
Nov. 23, 10:02 p.m. -A suspicious person was reported wandering around the Kuhlman Lot.
Campus Police did not find anyone.
Nov. 24, 7 p.m. - Campus
Police assisted Cincinnati police
with an automobile accident at
Dana Avenue and Victory Parkway. No Xavier students or employees were involved.
Nov. 25, 11:15 a.m. - Campus Police assisted with a smoke

alarm in the Campus Ministry
House on Ledgewood Avenue.
They detected a system malfunction.
Nov. 26, 5 p.m. -A professor
reported the theft of a 100 franc
French note taken from the
professor's desk.
Nov. 27, 11 a.m. - Campus
Police responded to a theft report
in the art department. A portable
stereo and three CDs were taken.
Nov. 28, 5:34 p.m. - There was
a loud music complaint on the
1000 block of Dana Avenue. The
students were advised to turn down
the music.
Nov. 29, 12:20 a.m. - A nonstudent on Winding Way flagged
an officer down. The person reported being robbed at gunpoint
by a black male, 6-4, 200 lbs., wearing a black 'skullcap and a yellow
coat. The suspect fled in an older
model, two-door blue Chrysler. The
Cincinnati Police department responded.
Nov. 30, 2:45 a.m. - Campus
Police, while patrolling the Village,
observed a vehicle at the Dana Ave.
Victory Parkway intersection that
matched the description of a ve-
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Xavier begins the Christmas season on Dec. 3 on the
residential mall. Xavier president, Rev. Michael Graham, S.J.,
the Xavier Singers, the Gospel Choir and students gather for
an hour of holiday festivities. First, students lit individual
candles and carolled through the lobbies of Hinkle and
Altar halls. Graham then addressed the community and led
the official lighting of the campus Christmas tree.
Participants were then rewarded for their efforts with hot
chocolate, tea and cookies. "It was truly heartwarming to
see the tree light up. It reminded me of home, and I loved
sharing Christmas with my Xavier brothers and sisters," said
junior Mason Rowell.

hicle that had just hit a Cincinnati
Police cruiser, injuring the officer
and fleeing the scene. Campus Police followed until the Cincinnati
Police could apprehend the car on
Woodburn Avenue.
Nov. 30, 8:40 p.m. - Three high
school students were cited in Cohen
Lot for underage consumption of
alcohol. They were on campus for a
high school basketball game.
Nov. 30, 11 p.m. - Three high
school students were cited for underage consumption in the Cintas
Center. The students were released
to their parents.
Nov. 30, 11:10 p.m. - Xavier
and Norwood Police responded to a
neighbor disturbance report on the
2200 block ofCleaney Avenue. The
students were advised to get everyone inside and keep the noise down.
Approximately 27 students were
present.
Nov. 30, 11:50 p.m. - Campus
Police received a report of a hit- andru n accident while parked in
Cleaney Avenue lot that caused
damage to the driver side door.
Dec.I, 7:35 a.m. -Campus Police received a theft report of a sign
from t he yard of the ESL building.

Dec. 1, 9:15 p.m. - Campus Police received an injury
report of a juvenile who had hit
her head on the bleachers while
attending a basketball game.
She was treated for minor lacerations.
Dec. 1, 11:50 p.m. - Cam~
pus Police responded to a Residence Life complaint of an intoxicated student. The student
was monitored until sober.
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''LAKE ERIE"
BY· PAT SLEDZ

.New director to focus on ethics
the Midwest, for undergraduates first choice. It made perfect sense
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT
to
be both effective and ethical because he 'already incorporates
Contributing Writer
business
leaders." He was quick business ethics into his courses," he
Dr. Paul Fiorelli, professor of
to
add
that
this is actually a realis- said.
legal studies and busin.ess law co- .
In regards to his appointment,
tic
move.
"Business
ethics doesn't
ordin_ator for the Williams College
Fiorelli
said, "I'm pretty excited
make
an
unethical
person
an
ethiof Business, has been appointed
it"
and hopes to "do more in
about
cal person, but pushes them to conthe director of a new program to
of Business;"
the
College
front issues they may make in a
incorporate business ethics _and
A
professor
with Xavier since
social responsil:>ility into the
1983,
Fiorelli
hopes
to make good
college's curriculum. The appointof
his
new
position.
"Our
first step
ment .was made by Dr. Michael
is
to
focus
on
the
students
and facWebb, dean of.the Williams Col.
ulty,
for
students
to
be
prepared
for
lege c;>f Busin~~s.
:i
careers."
what
they'll
face
in
their
When asked whose idea the
The next step, he said, "is to become
appointing was, . Webb said jokan outreach resource for the comingly, "It was mine, all mine!" He
munity."
added,· "Really, it was' an Ol!tFiorelli is a member of the Ethgrowth of a strategic pfan since last
ics
Resource
Center, which is based
year, working with our faculty on
in Washington, D.C. and forms comthat."
mittees to study ethics .. It has 66
They concluded there are cermembers, four of whiCh are
tain major components the college
·academians; The Center is comshould aiways encompass, and the
posed of ethics officers for Fortune
s'tandout was for business ethics
500 companies.
and responsibilities to be incorpo 7
·
He was also a Judicial Fellow asrated across the curriculum. Webb
signed by the Supreme Court to
hopes to bring in speakers to talk
work with the U.S. Sentencing Comabout their experiences, and hold
PHOTO COURTESY OF PAUL FIORELLI
mission from August of 1998 to AuDr. Paul Fiorelli
workshops for the faculty. The facbusiness setting, to get a feel for gust of 1999. To achieve this, he took
ulty will be enlightened, and the
models of decision- making so one year of absence from Xavier and
students will gain working knowlthey have the ability to see things moved his family to Washington,
edge of how business decisions are
D.C. to commit to the commission.
through."
made.
He won the Tom Clark Award for
Webb sees Fiorelli as the perWebb is hopeful about. this
fect choice to direct this program. being Judicial Fellow of the Year.
modification to the college. "Our
"Paul was fantastic. He was our There are four awarded per year.
vision is really to be the best in
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Students celebrate at the world party in the Dorothy Day House
on Nov. 28 as part of Peace and Justke week...

Peace

Internet: solutions ahead

continued from page 1 ·

continued from page 1

the ~ of the academic mall.
"The main purpose pf this week
was to create community and adhere to the stressed out students in
this time of need.
"We wish to comfort students
who are stressed about current issues and provide a time of meditation and discussion without the influence of society's mainstream
idea of peace and justice," said Jess
Ballew of the Dorothy Day House.
For more information, contact
the Dorothy Day House at 7453046.

connection," Suggs said.
The new services that tend to
use the most capacity are peer to
peer, Instant Messenger and Real
Time video feeds.
To address the problem, Suggs
suggests making the most of what
is available, finding more Internet
capacity, and educating faculty
and students about the issues.
To utilize the available resources, ISS hopes to prioritize traffic for campus servers, thus allowing academic needs to take precedent while giving low priority to
entertainment needs.

I

Xavier is currently working with
Cincinnati Bell to add more Internet
capacity. This involves adding more
of the pipes that connect the computer network as well as increasing
the capacity oflnternet one and two.
These improvements should be finished by the beginning of the spring
semester.
· ·. Suggs also hopes to develop a
long-term, incremental upgrade plan
so the appropriate funding will be
available when it is needed.
For a copy of Sugg's complete
presentation visit www.xu:edu/
resnet. For an update on RSA events,
visit www.xu.edu/rsa.
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Israel declares war on terrorism
.

.

'

.
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SEVERAL PALESTINIAN TARGETS NEAR ARAFAT'S HEADQUARTERS BOMBED, U.S. SUPPORTS. BOMBING. BUT WITH RESERVATIONS
BY CAROL ROSENBERG, MICHAEL sitting down to their' end of the
MATZA AND MARTIN MERZER. . day Ramadan meals, which ~ay
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
· have accounted for - intention. ally or not - the relatively low
JERUSALEM ...,... Israeli .Prime ·number of casualties.
Apache helicopter gunships
Minister Ariel Sharon declared
nation at war Monday as warplanes•. backed by Israeli navy patrol
and helicopters blasted Palestinian boats off shore rained missiles on
targets in the West Bank and near Arafat's Mediterranean seafront·
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's · compound. Two of Arafat's helicopters were destroyed to limit his
headquarters in Gaza City.
Early Tuesday, Israeli tanks re- freedom of movement, an army
portedly rumbled into Gaza and spokesman said.
toward the West Bank cities of
Ramallah and Nablus. Palestinian
officials said Israeli bulldozers dµg
up the runway at Gaza International
Airport, which opened in 1998. Iseli officials had no immed. i. ate co.ment on the reports.
.
''This will not be an easy war,"
Sharon said, _echoing President wo~ld
Bush's declaration of war against international terrorism after the Sept.
11 attacks in New York and Washington. "This war will not be a short
war. But we shall win."
Northern Alliance soldiers prepare to march on.Kandahar. The U.S.-led war on
Sharon laid the blame for the
terrorism has been complicated greatly by the renewed violence and hostility
weekend's suicide assaults on Arafat,
between Israel and Palestine.
whom he described as "responsible
for all that has happened," and in
Within an hour, an Israeli warto seize that chance.
Washington U.S. officials pointedly
- senior Bush saults on Israeli civilians.
"Open warfare between Israel plane attacked a newly built but
"It was a pretty dramatic warnsaid it was up to Arafat to stop the
administration official
ing to Arafat, but still a warning," and the Palestinians would be good empty Palestinian police headquarterrorist attacks.
said a senior administration official for Osama bfo Laden, Saddam ters in Jenin, as well as an office
Monday's Israeli targets included
Hussein and the worst elements in Arafat maintains in that northern
who asked not to be identified.
Arafat's helipad in Gaza and his ofArafat's nearby house was not
Fearful that all-out war between Iran, among others," said one se- West Bank city, according to Israeli
fice and police headquarters in Jenin,
a center of Palestinian militancy in targeted, and Arafat was known Israel and militant Muslim groups nior administration official. "It officials and Jenin Gov. Zuhair
the West Bank that some call the to be safely ensconced in would· undercut support for would be bad for Saudi Arabia, Manasreh.
own war on terrorism, un- Egypt, Jordan and the moderates
Addressing a nation steeled to
"city of suicide bombers." About 10 Ramallah, the WestBank seat of America's
t'"
dermine pro-Western Arab regimes in Iran."
violence but jolted by recent
his Palestinian Authority.
Palestinians were wounded.
The Israel attacks also hit an events, Sharon pledged that Israel
"He who is going to kill us, his
Some U.S. officials viewed the and strengthen zealots, U.S. offiblood will be shed by us," Sharon limited attack as final notice ·to cials were trying to persuade Israel underground fuel depot, sending would "chase after those responthe Palestinian leader that he must to give Arafat one last chance. to plumes of thick black smoke over sible for terror, those who carry it
said.
The first of the Israeli strikes oc- curtail the actions of radical Pal- rein in terrorists ---' and just as des- the largest city in the crowded out, and those who assist, and they
will pay the price."
curred in Gaza as Palestinians were estinian groups and stop the as- perately trying to persuade Arafat coastal strip of Gaza.

nis

"Open warfare
between Israel and
the Palestinians
begoodfor ·
Osama bin Laden,
Saddam Hussein,
and the worst
elements in Iran,
among ot.hers. "

.
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'It' is a high-tech, battery powered scooter
AFTER ALMOST A YEAR OF -SPECULATION, MYSTERIOUS INVENTION l;JNVEILED ON 'GOOD MORNING AMERICA'
BY ALFRED LUBRANO
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

NEW YORK- For nearly a year,
everyone waited for "It," an eccentric dreamer's secret invention said
to be so magical it would change our
very lives. Speculation fueled hype,
hype stoked expectation, like a coastto-coast combustible reaction.
Online buzz and prattle superheated the Net, as the technogeekocracy chewed endlessly on the
possibilities. Was it a jet pack? A
Jetsons-like hover craft? Maybe a
portable car? Well, no. It's a scooter.
A very high-tech scooter - but a
scooter jl!st the same.
It was anti-climactic, at first, when
New Hampshire inventor Dean
Kamen showed up on ABC's "Good
Morning America" on Monday to
unveil the Segway Human Transporter, a two-wheeled, battery-operated transportation machine that balances itself.
"GMA cohost Diane Sawyer may
have spoken for much of America
when she saw the contraption and
said, "I'm tempted to say: 'That's it?'
It's not sexy, it's not sleek. It looks
like an unhandsome cross between a

lawn mower and a child's toy. On
top of that, it's a dull, utilitarian
gray."
To be fair, the transport
couldn't possibly have lived up
to the incandescent imaginings of
a gadget-hungry public ravenous
for the Next Great Thing.

THE SEGWAY
"Still," Paul Saffo, director of
the Institute for the Future in
Menlo Park, Calif., said Monday,
"once you strip away the hype,
it's a pretty interesting little device." The machine combines
computer chips and gyroscopes
to allow a person to stand perfectly
balanced on the scooter as it
reaches speeds of 12 m.p.h. or
more.
"It stays under you, sensing
where you are," said Gary Bridge,
Segway's marketing vice president. "The invention is the balance."
The gyroscopes and other sensors monitor the user's center of
gravity more than 100 times a second. Kamen likes to suggest that
the machine reads your thoughts

and that if you think "forward," it
goes forward~ But, Bridge assures
us, the scooter moves when the rider
Jeans forward. Lean back and you
go back. There are no brakes. Neither is there a throttle. To steer, you
merely turn the handlebars.
"It," or "Ginger," as the Segway
was fondly called before its debut
Monday on Broadway, reportedly
cost as much as $100 million to
make.
Kamen says it's the answer to
urban congestion, making cities
more livable by providing a clean
option for short-distance travel. A
person .could tool around all day
- on sidewalks, not in the street
- for just pennies' worth of electricity.
Consumers might be able to
have them by the end of next year,
for about $3,000 each. But the
Segway will be in use well before
that. Kamen has been working with
the U.S. Postal Service, contemplating using the machines to deliver
mail.
"Having postal workers use it is
a stroke of genius," Saffo said. "The
way to kill this invention is to Jet
rich teenagers use it for a souped-

up skateboard. But having sensible
postmen use it - it tells the world
we can co-exist with this."
Kamen is looking into the
Segway's use in large factories and
warehouses, in which workers must
traverse large distances.
So confident are the millionaire
inventor and his gang that they
have purchased a huge factory near
his Manchester, N.H., home to start
cranking out scooters.

THE INVENTOR
A small, fit man of 50 with jetblack hair and a penchant for wearing denim shirts, jeans, boots and
an army jacket, Kamen had his parents on hand to share his moment
of glory on Broadway.
Apple Computer's chief executive officer Steve Jobs privately met
It/Ginger and declared it revolutionary. "If enough people see the
machine," Jobs said, tantalizingly,
"you won't have to convince them
to architect cities around it. It'll just
happen."
A book proposal about Ginger
became public in January, and set
off a media frenzy about It. Kamen

has said he was livid about the exposure, but Saffo was dubious.
Kamen said confidentiality was
needed while he was securing patents. Kamen's reputation as a visionary Jent credibility to rumors
that a super machine was being built
in a 19th-century factory building
above the Merrimack River.
He created the portable insulin
pump and a briefcase-size kidney
dialysis machine. More recently,
Kamen invented 'a remarkable
wheelchair that climbs stairs, operates over sand, ·and can move on
. just two of its wheels. The $20,000
Ibot, as it's called, can raise its
seated occupant to eye-level of
standing adults.
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Too slow- Xavier's new motto
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As we reach the final weeks of all running outside in short sleeves,
the 2001 fall semester, inefficiency but the unseasonable warmth is causseems to be a contagion on cam- ing our rooms to be bombarded with
pus. Let us begin .with the "slower · confused flies .and lady bugs who
than Dom ~Luise at the400 meter· · are supposed to be dead by now: .·
Unfortunately, we mu.st suffer the .
dash" Internet service we are privilegea to experience. If you'd.like slow atmosphere of Xavi.~r for an_.
to check your email, just dick on other two and a. half weeks since
the icon, go to class, eat; do your most exams do not officially cease .
homework and by 7 p.m., half the until Dec. 21. That is correct, most
·
·
screen might be
of us make ithome
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ just four' measly
visible. And fordays before St.
.
get about. those
1
electronic re- .
. . :/
.
.
~ick
. comes.
s~rves from the
Maybe we can get
.
our Christmas
library. It may . .
take months to
trees and lights .
.retrieve and
· • ··h .
. . . ·d•· · put up by New
prlnt out the litt,
Year's! Does a(ly~
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More war cannot bring peace

that
the
and sing St.
dishwashing appar:at.us in the .. Patrick's Day carols?
Maybe when we return from our
.Cintas cafeteria has been broken
I find it' hatder and harder to
for nearly three· weeks. We have holiday break, the rubble and detalk
about the "war in Afghanistan."
been forced to savor our food on bris surrounding the soon-to~be
It
seems
all the issues surrounding,
fine china manufactured by Dixie. Gallagher Center won't make it look .
terrorism,
the threat of terrorism and
One would think the prolonged so much like a landfill between
actions
to
stop terrorism just beuse of disposable plates, ·utensils Brockman Hall and Bellarmine.
come
more
and more difficult to
and cups would be quite expen~ Chapel. Though It does seem to be
figure
out.
Bui
this realization is
sive to maintain, not to mention coming along well, we won't seethe
one
that
must
be
recognized
to deal
the amount of garbage the eafete- doors opell' to students until somewith
terrorism.
ria produces each day from this pa- time in· March. This progress has
My hope is that our government
per and styrofoam refuse. How · forced the opening date to be
takes
a 'serious look
v
.
. at their actions
much longer must we endure the pushed back ori several occasions
·worldwide
and
recognizes
that
meals where we actually cut (last year, it was supposed to open
fighting.
a
"war
on
terrorism"
through our plate while cutting our in Jariuary). ·
The fact is, we are craawwwling. should not involve bombing Affood?
The sluggish progress also ·toward 2002 and the second halfof ghanistan or any. other country.
seems to be catching on with the this academic year at a snail's pace. They must recognize the deeper iselements. Supposedly, we have al- With all that has occurred these last. sues revolving ar.ound· terrorism
ready set record highs foi: tempera- couple months, it is a possibility · and fear in the world.
One strong argument against
. tJre in ·the month of December. Xavier University, like the rest of the
Sure, it's a good time when ifs only world, is having trouble closing an many oftheUS. government's acthree weeks to Christmas and we're otherwise long and restless year. ·· .. lions against terrorism is there does
not seem to be an international
.COPYRIGHT 2001
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This again, i · not a point to be
their unilaten1.I power to, bomb Afghanistan, a power seemingly al- taken li~htly: Aigt1dnistan is a warlowed only to the United States. torn country. How can more war
They did not go to the United Na-. there bring peace; unless, of course,
tions to get any sqrt of authoriza~ war is peace?
When the Taliban talked of turntion for bombing Afghanistan. Besides the obvious matter that the ing bin Laden over, the U.S. govUnited Nations would not an$! did ernment refused to negotiate anynot give the United States any au- thing. I'm not talking about negothorization of this sort, the United tiating anything unreasonable, as
States does not want to have to get many seem to view anything said
UN approval. In my mind, and in by the Taliban. They simply
the mind of many others, this makes wanted proof of bin Laden's guilt.
the war the United States has waged That, in my mind, is as reasonable
in Afghanistan not only detrimen- a request as one could want. This
tal to peace, but illegal by interna- is not to say that the Taliban is a
good government. It is simply iltional law.
lustrating the United States is not
acting fully in the interest of peace.
I would also not say· the U.S.
government is bad, I simply have
many critiques of it. I think it is
especially important to critique our
government when they wage war,
when they are killing innocent
people.
Unexplainably, the offer of the
Taliban to turn over bin Laden was
denied, ignored. And the bombing continued. Now, in what interest is the United States acting: in
interest of bringing peace to Afghanistan and the rest of the world,
or in interest of continued bombing to show the might of the U.S.
I am also amazed at how quickly military?
We must have answers to these
we forgot the Taliban's offer to turn
over bin Laden. The capture of bin questions. This goes back to the
Laden would seem to be one of the idea of the complexity of terrorism.
main goals of the U.S. crusade in If we are fighting terrorism, we
Afghanistan. Why would the presi- must make sure we do not inspire
dent of the United States refuse to more terrorism through our actions.
pursue the turnover of bin Laden? We must proceed with peace in
This is a serious question about the mind, and not fear.
In the end, actions of peace are
aims of our war, one that demands
an answer, especially when millions the most courageous way to end
of Afghan people are subjected to death and terror, not actions of war.
the bombing of their country by our
- Michael Roman
U.S. government.
class of '03

"The point is that
terrorism is a very .
complicated matter
which must involve
serious multilateral
cooperation between
nations around the
world."
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Equality requires togetherness
In last week's Newswire, a Jetter
to the editor was published that I
feel warrants a response. The name
of the piece was "Existing inequalities," and some of the statements
made in this Jetter bear examination.
The author has some valid
points, and indeed, ample room to
be upset, concerning the way some
of the GreekFest attendees were
treated. But does this give the author the right to level accusatory
fingers at nearly every white student at Xavier? Hardly.
... The third sentence in the letter
stated that "the majority of you will
see the title of this editorial, note
the author's name and turn to the
sports section. After all, Xavier basketball is in season, so why should
you pay attention to the other 160
black students on campus?" This
statement is downright insulting
toward those it is obviously directed and anyone else who reads
it, for that matter.
A great number of students here
care enough to read opinions, regardless of whether they know who
the author is (or what race they
might be), and some students here
might not even really care about
basketball.
Regardless, to imply that the
"majority of you" are, well, racist,
creates an "Us vs. Them" mindset,
leading to feelings of separation,
which breed more of those nasty inequalities.
Later in the opinion, the author
makes the statement that "the average white student doesn't know a
damned thing about us." ("Us" apparently representing the 160 black
students who don't play basketball.) Apparently, she feels this way
because these average white students don't participate in the community service activities of the fraternities/sororities. This statement
is illogical and rather unfair, to put
it nicely.
It would make as much sense as
an officer of the St. Vincent de Paul
Society writing in and saying that

since there are no African-American members attending meetings,
then, by golly, the averageAfricanAmerican student must not care
about the St. Vincent de Paul Society.
There are as many charitable organizations at this school as there
are charitable causes. Simply because there are no members of a
certain race in a certain organization does not mean that members
of that race don't care about that
organization.

"To imply that the
situation ofAfticanAmericans has
hardly changed
between now and
100 years ago is
. demeaning to all
those people (black,
white, brown, etc.)
who fought and died
during the civil
rights movements in
the middle ofthe
20th century. "
Furthermore, the author seems
to be accusing The Newswire itself
of the same discriminatory attitudes, saying "so often ... we're the
misquoted butts of the Calendar
City quips or the token brown faces
in the Mall Talk lineup."
Let's ignore, for the moment,
that Calendar City rarely (if ever)
quotes people, and is not exactly a
serious forum for social commentary, and that the poor Op-Ed department has to chase people down
weekly just to get them to participate in Mall Talk. If someone desires to be in Mall Talk, it's no dif-

ficult task to do so.
When I served as Editor-inChief of The Newswire, (and incidentally hired the employees
whom the author so flippantly accuses of including token minorities in Mall Talk) that paper could
be called a lot of things, but racist
is certainly not one of them. Besides, if The Newswire was so racially biased, would they even
print a Jetter like the one the author submitted?
Perhaps one of the most disturbing statements was "The same adversities that faced the Negro at
the turn of the last century face
African-Americans now in 2001."
Let me first say that I will not disagree for a second that our society is rife with inequality and that
we still have far to go before we
reach rac,al/ethnic equality.
However, to imply that the situation of African-Americans has
hardly changed between now and
I 00 years ago is demeaning to all
those people (black, white, brown,
etc.) who fought and died during
the civil rights movements in the
middle of the 20th century.
And one of the final accusatory statements in the letter says
"we are not gangs!" Who said that
you are gangs? Perhaps the police who broke up the GreekFest
after-party were overly forceful,
perhaps they weren't - I wasn't
there to witness it. In any event,
don't blame the "average white
student" for the actions of a handful of law enforcement officials.
No one in their right mind
would argue against the idea that
our society has inequalities, and it
is only· through the concerted efforts of all races that these inequalities will ever be eradicated. Meanwhile, it certainly doesn't help to
point ill-informed, accusatory fin. gers at people who might not even
be at fault. And when we can shed
the "Us vs. Them" mentality, we'll
be a step closer to equality.
-

Jonathan Mosko
class of '02

Now, for the love of God, I know you
have an opinion about some of this stuff.
It does no good only telling your
roommate. Send your letters to

opednewswire@hotmail.com. Do it.
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Good points, unfair blame
As I picked up last week's copy
of The Newswire, I turned ·to the
often liveliest section: ye old Op
Ed department.
Always the hotbed of topics and
debates, rants and grievances, I was
not all that shocked to see an article entitled "Existing inequalities."
Courtni Lauren Ball, whom I respect highly for her involvement
on this campus, had many valid
points in her article. However, I was
rather disappointed with the vehicle through which she chose to
make her points; that vehicle was
blame and anger.
While I am not one to deny anyone of her emotions, nor pass judgment on what she is entitled to feel
an'.d not feel, I do honestly think
Ball was a bit too quick to point
fingers and assumption-based
blame, and not so swift to offer some
solutions.
My reason for writing is not to
cut down Ball. I feel her points are
too valid and constructive, and attacking individual people is not a
productive resolution. However, .
instead of ~anting and throwing out
perceived racial misconceptions
(i.e. that the white faction of the
student body sees the basketball
team as the only "black students
on campus"), perhaps we could focus on several things that got lost
in her passionate letter.
One point to address is the lack
of campus involvement in BSA
sponsored events. I will agree the

events I have attended that have
been sponsored or co-sponsored by
the BSA have been racially onesided. However, we cannot just
chalk the reasoning for these phenomena up to ignorance or disinterest.

"While I do not
mean to paint a
sugar-coated realiry of
racial harmony, I
think coming out
with her guns
blazing was not the
most effective method
for helping the
visibiliry ofthe BSA
at Xavier. "
As the editor of the Diversions
section of this paper, I have yet to
be contacted about featuring an article, a review or even running an
event brief concerning any BSA
event. These services are free, but
only if the information is offered
to us. And as much as she seems to
dislike Calendar City, you can
place an announcement in that section as well.
Do not get me wrong, these are
not cure-all solutions that will ulti-

mately unite our entire campus into
a state of euphoria. However, in
order to break the ever-destructive
cycle of name calling and fingerpointing, solutions should be at
lea5t offered. It is a shame Ball chose
the route she did to deliver a message that is rooted in truth.
While I do not mean to paint a
sugar-coated reality of racial harmony, I think coming out with her
guns blazing was not the most effective method for helping the visibility of the BSA at Xavier. Ball
even pointed out many persons
would be shocked and stop reading her article before its conclusion.
It's a shame, since most of the people
that should have been reading it
probably put it ·down because of
comments such as "the average
white students doesn't know a
damned thing about us."
Although my suggestions are
small and may seem insignificant,
I.pray they might help a bit to alleviate some of the problems on this
campus that Ball is correct in identifying. And as a fellow Christian
and member of The Newswire staff,
I personally pledge to do anything
within my power to support BSA
events - just as I do to all campus
organizations - just as long as I
am informed of your upcoming
happenings.
- Brian Faust
Diversions Editor
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Skin color stereotypes
We are writing in response to
Courtni Lauren Ball's letter last
week regarding racism in Cincinnati and at Xavier. We want to know
how the latest incident of police
racism and incompetence was
turned into an accusation against
Xavier non-African-American students. We, along with most Xavier
students, find the atrocities and in- .
dignities
committed
by
Cincinnati's "law" enforcement
personnel as disgusting as Ball
does. But their actions are not our
fault.
After rightly
protesting the
incident at the
Greek
Fest
afterparty, Ball
extended her
complaints· to
generalize
about a large
group of people
based on their
skin color. She
says, ''The average white student doesn't
know a damned
thing about us."
How does she
know what the
two of us
know? What
exactly are we
supposed to
know? That
each African-American (and Latino,
and Muslim, and Korean ... ) at this
school is a unique individual who
shouldn't be labeled, stereotyped
or pigeonholed?
Second, what's with the "us" vs.
"they" language? What Ball apparently doesn't realize is that this
mentality is what makes white students keep their distance. She says
white students have "no concept
of the brotherhood/sisterhood that
exists at the core of all of our organizations." On the contrary, this
close-knit atmosphere is precisely
why we stay away.
From our perspective, the organizations Ball talks about are exclusive and intimidating. Think
about it. Everyone there seems to
know everyone else. Any time any
group is that tight, people are going to feel unwelcome. Further, it
is pretty easy at Xavier to get the
idea that a lot of the African-American students think the white students should feel guilty for something. (After all, that is the tone of
Ball's Jetter.)
And, given that our personal
aesthetic tastes do not happen to
coincide with the impressive talent these organizations bring .to

campus, the two of us do not feel
like putting ourselves in that position.
If we don'tgo, we're accused
of racism. If we go, we-risk being
accused of being overly p~litically
correct. It is a no-win situation.
We realize this atmosphere
probably is not the intention of the
African-American students. But
believe us, it is definitely the.perception of most white students.
The closeness of most AfricanAmerican students on this campus
does not only
exclude nonAfrican-American students,
but also African-American
· students who
dare to go outside the circle.
We found Ball's
implication that
white students
were not really
friends with any
of their AfricanA mer i can
friends downright offensive.
We have a
friend (a real
one, not a
"friend") who
tried to participate in meetings
and events, but
was soon ostracized because she
also wanted to be friends with the
(white) girls on our wing. Apparently, (and these are her words, not
ours), she wasn't "black enough."
She felt she was given an ultimatum to choose between the two
groups. She chose those of us who
liked her for who she was, not for
her skin color.
We are sure Ball would agree
that getting rid of racism begins
with education, understanding and
a willingness to change. But it has
to go both ways. African-Americans have every right to be angry
as hell about the situation in this
city.
We just wish that the anger
would be more carefully directed,
because placing all of us at fault is
, in turn, making a lot of the white
students upset, too. After all, blame
based on skin color is what we
should all be working to prevent.
It is time for us to stop casting stones
at each other and find ways to
change attitudes on both sides.

"we just wish that

the anger would be
more carefully
directed, because
placing all ofus at
fault is in turn
making a lot ofthe
white students upset
too. After all blame ·
based on skin color is
what we should all
be working to
.
,,
prevent.

- Jenn Flesch and Danielle
Langfield
class of '02

Got any insights
on race relations
at Xavier? We'd
love to hear them.
opednewswire@hotmail.com.
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·American violence will only beget more violence
I seldom feel moved to respond
to articles in The Newswire, but last
week's editorials have inspired me
to do so. The fatalistic attitudes
present in each of the articles about
the war in Afghanistan and the intolerance of Michael Roman's advocacy for peace in, two of them
troubled me.
The bombing inAfghanistan has
and may continue to achieve desirable results. However, theAmerican retaliation will likely only be a
ban_d-aid solution. Violence begets
violence, and just as the violent removal of the Soviets gave way to
the Taliban regime, the violent removal of the Taliban will resurface
in the future. Not to mention the
correlation between war and subsequent rises in domestic violence
that has the potential to plague both

Afghanistan and the United States.
There are alternatives to war. A
week after the Sept. 11 attacks,
Taliban leaders met in Kabulto discuss handing bin Laden over to a
third party. The {!nited States was
not willing to entertain this offer,
and the Taliban in the end decided
against it.
A special international tribunal
with representatives from both the
Muslim world and the West could
have spared many lives, while at
the same time seeking justice for
those responsible. We have.instead
granted bin Laden his wish. The
U.S. reaction further promotes his
desired outcome - a war between
Islam and the West.
It is illogical to think we can
eliminate terrorism by dropping
bombs. This course of action will

only infuse terrorism elsewhere.
. To achieve true peace, you will
not need fatigues or arms. Global
justice will only be possible when
countries foster peaceful policies.

"The American
retaliation will likely
only be a band-aid
solution. "
Not in order to avoid the threat
of force, but because they are compelled to respect the peace and freedom of others, because a mutual respect for their peace and freedom
depends on it.
Matthew Raymond points out

AN

to Xavier that there are people in
this world that want to kill you, and
then implies protests, vigils and
cages are a pa_ssive approach to the
problem. While he blasts students
who take part in such events for not
being educated, he· demonstrates
his failure to educate himself by
lumping them all together. While
the cage is a separate issue, I contend that demonstrations, protesting unjust foreign policies, vigils
and maintaining solidarity with
victims of violence, are an active
response.
Aaron Barr suggests that advocating peace is synonymous with
being a socialist when he accuses
Roman of only reading the Socialist Worker to become informed.
Does this mean it's fair to assume
Barr only thinks how the Pentagon

tells him to? No, because those
ty.pes of intentionally inflammatory accusations that are not conducive to the intelligent and meaningful discussion Barr proposes.
Wartime makes dissent unpopular, and this fact often challenges
peace activists to defend their beliefs. Throughout our nation's history, dissenters have been instrumental in making great changes we
now take for granted, because they
were not denied a voice. Let's not
resort to silencing courageous
people like Roman through intimidation and remarks reminiscent of
the McCarthy era. What makes our
.country great is fostering an environment where against-the-grain
viewpoints can be freely expres~ed.
- Chris Ortn'ian
f
class of '03

INVITATION

Justima

•

e...

... Cincinnati.~ a model city
for solving racial· problems.
Imagine a Greater Cincinnati where people of all races
want to live, work and play together.
Imagine a Greater Cincinnati whose neighborhoods
find common ground on the racial issues that divide us.
Imagine a Greater Cincinnati where citizens
write the recommendations on what our region should do.
You're invited to join citizens who want to make a difference.
Please attend one of our solutions-oriented forums to pinpoint actions
that can improve race relations in your neighborhood and the region.

NEIQJBOR
NEIGHBOR

COMMUNITY
CONVERSATIONS
ON RACE: WHAT
SHOULD WE DO?

WHERE:

){A" l f.,Y'Z... UN( 'V CC.~ i ~
. . . . . H.Y..>..~.P.!. ~. . . . . .J.4:.~. . . . . . .
~ ~ 00 -Gf ~ CC> Pl'\..\.

WHEN: . 1?.~.~-~~. 13.. . l ...~~.QJ
T""o n.St..~ps.kn.

_

INFO.:I .f.~. .~. . . . . .J..~.~~l.9. .~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Presented by: . .0.£\;i.e&..:. . ..QE. . . .lY.!.~.J.. tL~sz..Ll::v ~
"~Al~

This non-profit volunteer project is endorsed
by more.than 100 key regional organizations.
To learn more, visit www.cincinnati.com/neighbors.
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Baseball signs
three recruits
Head coach John Morrey has
announced the signing of three
baseball recruits for the 2003
season.
Steve Sakosits, a 6-5 outfielder and right-handed pitcher,
has a .404 batting average and
has struck out 102 batters in his
high school career.
"Steve is an outstanding athlete. We project him as a center
field, right field type player with
potential and an unbelievable
throwing arm," said Morrey.
The second recruit is Nick
Stavrakis, a 6-2 first baseman
fr~m Warren, N.J. He was an Allstate Parochial, All-Area, AllC~unty and All-Conference selection in high school.
"Nick is an outstanding hitting first baseman. He may be
the best hitter we saw the entire
recruiting season. Once he becomes adjusted to baseball at
this level, we project he will become a middle-of-the-order hitter for us," Morrey said.
Washington, Penn. native
Matt Lucas is a 6-4 right-handed
pitcher and first baseman who
was selected to Pennsylvania's
2001 Preseason All-State Team.
"Matt is ... a big, strong, power
hitting first baseman/designated
hitter type of player," Morrey
said. "He was recently rated the
number one player in Pennsylvania and we feel very fortunate
to have him committed to Xavier.
The fact he can also pitch as a
player with his size and strength
obviously is a bonus."

Sondaal honored
Freshman defender Tiest
Sondaal was named to the AllOhio and All-Great Lakes Region
men's soccer teams on Tuesday.
Sondaal was named to the AllOhio First team and the All Great
Lakes Region Second Team after scoring 11 points, three goals
and five assists, while playing in
all 19 games.
He finished the season fourth
on the team in scoring and was
the only freshman on the Atlan- ·
tic 10 All-Conference First Team.
The Musketeers ended the
season in sixth place in the A-10
with a 5-6 league record. Xavier
was 7-11-1 overall.

Young gains
second award
Freshman swimmer Matt
Young picked up his second A10 Rookie-of-the-Week award
after leading the Muskies at the
Akron Invitational this past
weekend.
Young's credentials include a
first place finish in the 400 IM, a
second place finish in the 200
IM and a third place finish in the
200 Backstroke.
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XU breezes by Mu,· USF
·Xavier preps for upcoming Big Ten opponents with easy wins
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Editor-in-Chief

A pair of road wins this past
week, including a rare victory at
Millet Hall, only adds more truth
to the reality this is a new Musketeer team.
The Musketeers not only beat
Miami on the road, where they had
not won in their last three tries,
but handed the RedHawks their
worst-ever home loss.
Xavier then went on the road
and picked up a 15-point victory
over the Dons. Though it's just two
games thus far, last year's squad
went 8-7 on the road.
While their wins haven't come
over any opponents worth bragging about, the Xmen did hang
tough in their only loss, to No. 3
Missouri. They have won the
games they were supposed to win,
easily, and have a chance to gain
some respect when they travel to
Purdue today for their fourth
straight game away from home.

XAVIER 87, MIAMI 58
Sharp shooting from the Musketeers' gunners forced Miami to
take some focus off junior David
West, clearing the way for a career
night from XU's big man.
XU's marksmen hit 10 threepointers on the night, helping relieve West of some added defensive pressure.
West led the charge with just
under six minutes remaining in the
first half, sparking a 16-6 Xavier
run with 11 points of his own. The

XU run broke a 22-all tie and sent
the Muskies into the half with a 3828 lead.
West.picked up where he left off
in the second half, opening with a
dunk and a jumper. Miami never recovered, fighting the rest of the
game to avoid a 30-point deficit.
It was Miami's worst-ever loss to
the Musketeers, and only a late
three-pointer prevented it from being Miami's worst loss in 21 years.
West
overpowered
the
RedHawks down low to the tune of
a career-high 29 points. As if that
wasn't enough, West grabbed a
game-high 17 rebounds for his second double-double of the year.
Miami had no answer for West,
who was the model of efficiency in
going 10-11 from the field. The only
miss being his first attempt of the
game, a three-pointer.
·
The Musketeers outrebounded
the RedHawks, 38-23, while blazing the nets to a 59 .1 percentage ( 1018) from downtown. Sophomore
Romain Sato and junior Lionel
Chalmers did their parts from behind
the arc, going 4-7 and 3-5, respectively.
Chalmers finished behind West
with 17 points and a game-high six
assists. Sato managed 12 points on
the night.
Senior Kevin Frey closed out the
Muskies' double-digit scoring effort, totaling 10 points to go with
five boards.

XAVIER 87, SAN FRANCISCO 72
The Dons opted for a zone de-

Sophomore Romain Sato had his jump shot going this week,
hitting three treys against Miami and five three-pointers against
USF in scoring a game-high 23 points.
fense to try and prevent West from
repeating his Miami performance,

See Men, page 13

Men's upcoming games
4 :~~~~akers
llJLong Island

(4_2)

-

Blackbirds (0-3)

Today 7:30 p.m.
Mackey Arena
Senior guard Maynard
Lewis will lead Purdue against
Xavier as the two schools
meet for the first time since
1998 when PU knocked off
the Muskies at the Crown, 7157. Purdue leads the all-time
series, 8-1.

Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Cintas Center
Guard Antawn Dobie, the
team's leading scorer last
season at 16.9 ppg, headlines
a squad that compiled a 1216 record last year and is still
searching for their first victory
of the young season. XU
leads the all-time series, 3-0.

Wisconsin
Badgers (2-5)

Monday 7:30 p.m.
Cintas Center
Under new head coach Bo Ryan,
the Badgers have gotten off to a
slow start. Wisconsin is coming off
a double overtime loss to Temple,
who were led by Lynn Greer's 47
points. Wisconsin leads the all-time
series, 2-0, after last season's 61-46
UWvictory.

GAME
Wednesday, Dec. 5

Sunday, Dec. 9

•Men's basketball at Purdue
at 7:30 p.m.

•Women's basketball at
Xavier Provident Invitational
vs. Toledo/Howard TBA

•Women's basketball at
Women's Sports Foundation
Tournament at Ohio State
vs. Colorado State
Saturday, Dec. 15

Saturday, Dec.. 8

Monday, Dec. 10

•Women's basketball at
Xavier Provident
Invitational vs. St Francis
(Pa.) at 1 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
Wisconsin at 7:30 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs. Long
Island at 7:30 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
Cincinnati at 9 p.m.
(Crosstown Shootout)

Friday, Dec. 14

•Women's basketball at
Women's Sports Foundation
Tournament at Ohio State
vs. OSU/Louisville
Home basketball games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home games are in bold.

of the
WEEK
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
WISCONSIN
Monday, Dec. 7o, at
7:30 p.m.
at the Cintas Center
The new-look Badgers
come to town in a big game
for the Musketeers. A
younger and more offensively oriented Wisconsin
team will be a good test for
the Musketeers. A win over a
Big Ten team would be a
great way to prepare for the
UC game on Friday.
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Women drop fourth straight
Longest losing streak s.ince Jan. 1997 finds XU searching.for answers
mention Xavier upset then-No. 16
ranked Vanderbilt last season so the
The women's basketball team Commodores would ti~ve revenge
entered last week with a 2-2 record in mind when the Musketeers came
after losing both games of the..Maine . to town.
Dead. River Corppany Classic.
Vanderbilt knocked
Xavier
Things dipll' t get .any easier' for . 78-56, but it was a much clos~r game
Xavier .as they faced t.wo of their . than the score indicates. Xavier~
tough.est oppon~nts o~· the season . played even basketball wi.th the
in their !lexitwo games/Vanderbilt Commodores until the last 10 minand Cincinnati.
utes of the seco.nd half when everyThe Musketeers lost to thing began to slip away for Xavier.
Vanderbilt last Wednesday, 78-56
Xavier. trailed 51-46 when freshand to UC this past Sunday, 62-56 man Ashleigh Cullcic hit a three' to drop their record to 2-4. It is the pointer to bring Xavier within two
first time since ·the 1997-98 season points with just less than 11 minthat they have lost four consecutive . utes remaining. It appeared as
gaines. Their four losses through though Xavier.was ready to pull off
six games is cine more loss than they ·• the upset for the.second ·year in a
. suffered all lastyear.
row. However; the Commodores
.
.
weren't going _to.· let that happen
· VANDERl.JILT 78, XAVIER 56.
·again.
.· ·• · ··
.
. Xavier traveled to Vanderbilt last . · Vandy responded with an 8~0 run
W~dnesday.to do battle with the No·. to pull ahead by 10 and never
3 Commodores. Vanderbilt is ull- looked back. Anderson sc!lred 11
questionably one of the toughest straight points later in the half to put .·
teams in the nation, featuring mi~ the game away for the Commodores.
tional Player-of-the-Year candidate. Anderson finished with 27 points
Chantelle Anderson. .Ne.edless to and her low'.:.post counterpart Zuzi
say, the young Musketeers ~quad Klimesova;was good for 18 mLthe
would be in for a real test. Not to hig~~·
.
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

Asst. Sports Edito1; > ,

off

.Xavier's junior guard duo of
Reetta Piipari and Amy Waugh
led the Musketeers with 12
points each. ·Sophomore Kate
Kreager chipped in with 11.
The loss dropped Xavier's
record to 2-3.

CINCINNATI 62, XAVIER 56
In the first ever Skyline Chili
Crosstown Shootout at the Cintas
Centerthis past Sunday, UC beat
Xavier, 62-56, in front of a crowd
of3, 145. It was the sixth straight
year that UC has beaten Xavier
in the Shootout. ·
The Bearcats used their stifling defense to disruptthe offensive execution of the Musketeers
· the entire game. Numerous times,
Xavier had to force ashot because
the 30-second shot clock expired.
"This is the first game we've
seen pressure defense, and we
couldn't handle it," said head
.coach Melanie Balcomb.
Xavier was down 22-10 in the
first half but went on an 8-0 run,
See Women, page 13

XavierirtVitational field
.

if'/

·

.··

.

St Francis·
(Penn.) Red·
Flash (2-3)

.

,)

..

Toledo
Rockets
(2-2)

·~ Howard
aison
~ (2-4)
Sunday 1 p.m. or 3 p.m.

Saturday 1 p~m.
· '·· Sunday 1 p.'m. or 3 p.m.
Cintas Center
·Cintas Center · ·
·
Cintas Center
The Bison take on UT on
SFU will face Xavier in ttie
Former XU· head coach
Saturday and then will face
Mark Ehlen will bring his
first roi.m(j of the four.:.1:eam.
· XU or SFU. on Sunday. Last
Xavier Invitational. Last
Rockets to the Xavier lnvitaseason,· Howard finished. 21season, the Red Flash finished tional and could face the
1O and advanced to the first ·
9-18 after qualifying for the·
· Muskies in the championship
NCAA Tournament in 2000or consolation games. XU has round of the NCAA Tournament. Xavier won the
01. This will be the first
never beaten Toledo in seven
schools'
only meeting.
meeting between the schools. tries.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Junior guard Amy Waugh led the Muskies with 16 points and
tied a career-high with nine rebounds in the 62-56 loss to UC.
Waugh also grabbed nine boards against the Bearcats during
·
her freshman year.

Basketball
Nov. 28 results
VMX def. Hardcore 6th Floor
Dec. 3 results:
Shuttlesworth 68, Team Schank 62
Women's Championship Game
Triple C 54, The Players 46

Dec. 4 results:
Barney's Boys 59, Shawshanks 53
Nice & Easy 66, Pre-Med Society 55

Volleyball
Dec. 5 schedule··
7:30 p.m. Big Shay vs.
SP's
8:30 p.m. VMX vs. TBD

Nov. 29 results:
Keggers def. 4Dub
You Lose def. Hump, Set,
. Spike
osc def. Hardcore
Dec. 6 schedule:
6:30 p.m. 4Dub vs. OSC
7:30 p.m. OSC vs. 4Dub
8:30 p.m. Keggers vs. You
Lose

All basketball games ancl volleyball matches will be played at O'Connor Sports Center. If you
have any questions, call the Recreational Sports office at 745-2856.
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Volleyball falls to UC in four
Muskies.first NCAA appearance ends in loss to local rival
·. BY ANDREW BROWN

CINCINNATI DEF. XAVIER
30-27, 30-27,, 17-30,

30~28

SEASON RECAP

two.

Despite the heart-breaking loss
to archrival Cincinnati that
brought the season to an undesired
conclusion, the Musketeer volleyball team has no reason to be disappointed. Individual milestones
were attained, team records were
broken and most importantly, the
team goal for the school's first ever

NCAA Tournament bid was
achieved.
· The team began the season fa~
vorably as it won its first seven ·
matches and did not encounter its
first loss until its eighth match
against the future A-10 regular season champion Dayton Flyers. Following a close loss at Rhode Island,
the Musketeers showed tremendous perseverance, rebounding to
win 11 consecutive games and
. close out the season by going 17 of
18, including the Atlantic 10 Conference Championship.
In addition to receiving its first
NCAA berth, Deaton led the Musketeers to the team's best all-time
record of 25-6. On the way to .this
historic. mark, Deaton claimed a
personal milestone as he. notched
his 250th career win in only his
. 12th season, the most by any volleyball coach in school history.
Throughout the season, XU was
led by Bachus. For her outstanding season, Bachus was named Al 0 Player-of-the-Year for the second straight season a.s she led the
conference in hitting percentage
and kills per game. Bachus leaves
XU with the second most kills in
school history with an amazing
1,598.
While not receiving all the personal accolades Bachus received,
departing seniors Hampton and
Lang played equally important
roles in Xavier's successful season.
Hampton was second on the team
with 361 season kills, behind.only
Bachus' 496. With 1,048 kill attempts on the season, Hampton
moved into third place in school
history with 3,930. Lang also recorded 263 kills and 355 digs on
the season.
While the offensive threats of
Bachus, Hampton and Lang, in addition to the strong serving of
Yasuhara, will all be absent for next
season, do not expect the Musketeers to be out of the hunt to retain

PHOTO ,COURTESY OF GREG RUST

Senior. Jill Hampton conduded her XU career by competing in
the school's first-ever NCAA Tournament game. It was not all a
happy ending, though, as Xavier fell to. UC in four games.
Wygant had a team-high 115
its title as conference champions.
.
blocks
for the season while CockWygant, Cockerel and Martin will
erel
will
hope to replace the lost
look to lead X to a second consecuoffensive
production as she returns
tive NCAA Tournament next year.
after' recording 208 kills and 78
blocks on the season.
However, the team's biggest surprise of the season ·had to be the
play of "freshman sensation" Martin who was awarded both A-10
Setter-of-the-Year and Rookie-ofthe-Year honors. Martin answered
the biggest question mark for the
team heading into the season - the
setter position - emphatically as
she lead the team wi~h 13.65 assists per game, 1,461 assists on the
season (three shy of the school
record), and she was also tops on
the team in service aces per game
with .39.
Martin's crafty play throughout
the season helped XU immensely,
and with a year of experience now
under her belt, good things await
in the team's future as they contend
for a return trip to the NCAA Tournament and look to take care of
unfinished business left with the
loss to UC.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GREG RUST

Freshman Molly Martin serves up the first Xavier point in NCAA Tournament history at St. John Arena in Columbus.
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Men: West, threes help Muskies top RedHawks, Dons
continued from page. 10 ·
opening the door for others to step
up and play the hero.
Sato and junior Dave Young an~
swered the call, with Sato earning
game MVe honors and Young putting up the most points of his adolescent career.
Sato poured in 23 points and
grabbed nine rebounds, earning the
MVP of the Northwestern·Mutual
Mayor's Game on Saturday. Sato
was 5"7 from three-point range and
8-13 from the field.
Young had the first big game of
his starting career, chipping in a career-high 19 points to go with five
boards.
The Xmen jumped ahead early
and never looked back, building
7-0 and 14-2 leads before establishing a 51-36 halftime lead.

WEST HONORED
In what has been another pleasFor the second time this year,
ant change from last year's squad,
the Musketeers kept the Dons from· West has been named the Atlantic
getting back into the game; increas- lO's Player-of-the-Week. The
ing the lead to 23 at one point, be- conference's reigning Player-offore walking out with the l5~point the-Year is off to a solid title defense, averaging 21.8 points per ·
win.
West was the only other Muskie game (fourth in the A-10), 10.5 re- ·
in double-figures, totalling 20 · bounds per game (second in the Apoints. Chalmers dished out a l 0), 66. 7 field goal percentage (first
team-high six ·assists, while Frey in A-10) and 3.00 blocks per game
(second in the A-10).
tied Sato with nine boards.
In a pair of wins this past week,
The Musketeers again enjoyed
a sound rebounding advantage, 39- West averaged 24.5 ppg and 11.0
26. More impressive though was rpg. West shares this week's award
their high shooting percentage (29- with St. Bonaventure's J.R. Bremer.
58, 50 percent), low number of turnovers (12) and consecutive games
with strong shooting from beyond
the arc (10-22, 45.5 percent).

Women: UC wins sixth-straight Shootout
continued from page 11
sparked by three-pointers by
Waugh and Piipari to close the gap,
22-18. Xavier twice came within
four points in the last six minutes
of the half, but UC eventually
gained control and took a 33-26
lead into halftime.
Xavier caQle out of halftime
looking like a different team. The
Musketeers went on a 19-6 run to
take their first lead of the game with
just under 11 minutes to go.
With the game tied at 39 apiece,
Piipari hit back-to-back threepointers to give the Musketeers a
45-39 lead. However, that's as big
of a lead as Xavier would get as UC
came storming back.

"We got a lead and then we
stopped executing," said Balcomb.
"There's a lot of inexperience on
the floor."
The Bearcats went on an .11-0
run over the next six minutes of
play and were ahead 51-45 . until
Waugh scored for Xavier to.cut the
lead to four with a little over three
minutes remaining.
Kreager, who was plagued by
foul-trouble all day long, fouled
out of the game with 2:51 remaining and Xavier down five. A few
bad possessions by the Musketeers
enabled UC to pull away down the
stretch and go onto win the game;
62-56.

Freshman Debbie Merrill scored
22 points and grabbed 13 rebounds
to lead the way for the Bearcats.
Waugh, who scored 16 points
and tied her career-high with. nine
rebounds, led Xavier in the loss.
Piipari and senior Shavon Bell each
tossed in 12 points. Kreager added
10 points despite foul trouble.
Their fourth consecutive loss
dropped Xavier to 2-4 on the young
season.
"We just try to get better every
day," said Balcomb after the loss.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Junior David West has battled numerous double teams this
seasonin averaging 21.8 ppg and 10.5 rpg.
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Tryouts
The Know Theatre Tribe is holding their 2002 Season auditions on
Dec. 4 and 6 from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
and Dec. 8 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Auditions will be held at the theater on Gabriel's Corner.
The group is seeking set designers, publicists, stage managers, foreman, house managers, costumers,
lighting and sound technicians,
graphic designers, editors, directors
and ushers.
All races, ages, sexes and experiences are welcome. For more information, please call 871-1429.

HO
2
Go
(UNI/MCA)

Punk rock vets do not
disappoint
Good old melodic hardcore, you
gotta love it. Now that punk stalwarts (and Warped Tour legends)
H20are on a major label, have they
sold out? This question always
looms in the mi.nds of punk fans
when a band of the caliber of H20
signs to a major label.
Ifs.very safe to say this album
does not ·disappoint. Ifanything,
H20 has only gotten better. Don't
let the fact that the band is on a
major label fool you, they still rock.
They stick to what they've done for
the last decade: making great melodic hardcore with ultra positive
lyrics. They stress positivism and
above all, self-respect and keeping
it real in all their songs.
This album is also an in~ication
of their full throttle and very exciting live shows. While each tr~ck is

pummelling in its own way, the
melodies and catchy lyrics stick in
your head.
The best tracks on the album are
'.'Role Model," "Out of Debt" and
"!Want !Want." All in all, this CD
slams from start to finish. No weak
tracks. The album is a real quickie,
though, with each song barely
clocking in at three minutes. Before you know it the CD is over.
With many repeated spins of the
album, I appreciated· it more and
more.
Punk and non-punk fans alike
will appreciate this band as their
deeply personal lyrics really hit
home. Also amusing on the release
is their punk cover of Madonna's
"Like a Prayer." Maybe its just me,
but maybe they made this song the
hidden track so they won't cash in
from it. At least, I hope so.
The first single, "Memory
Lane," .has garnered some radio airplay and even two late night TV
show appearances. Even though this
might cause some diehards to think
the band is following in the footsteps of punk bands who are eager
to cash in, H20 show no signs of
the rock star ego. They hang
around for hours after shows, talking to fans and signing autographs.
Don't sleep on this one, pick it up
and rock out.
-Asa Kraning,
Contributing Writer

Classjcal concert
Xavier Chamber Orchestra, Concert Choir and Vocal Chamber Ensemble will be performing their
annual Christmas show on Saturday, Dec. 8 at 8 p.m.
Performing in Bellarmine
Chapel, these groups will be playing selections from composers such
as Vivaldi, Rutter and Telemann.
Admission is free with donations appreciated.

Taft Museum closed

·Green Day

The Taft Museum of Art is now
closed for an 18-month renovation.
On Nov. 4 the museum broke
ground for its newest addition, the
Fifth Third Bank Special Exhibitions Gallery.
Funded by a $1 million grant,
the gallery will be realized thanks
to Jacques Aebli III, vice president
Private Client Group of Fifth Third
Bank.

International Superhits
(Reprise)

Faculty Art Show
The Xavier University department of art presents its annual Faculty Art Show in the Cohen Art Gallery, with selected works from faculty of all disciplines.
For more information, call M.
Katherine Uetz at 745-3811.
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CD extravaga,nza!

Video contest
The Christophers announce
their 15thAimualVideo Contest for
college students.
The c.ontest includes cash
awards of $3,000, $2,000 and
$1000 for the top three entries. The
top winners will also have their
work featured on syndicated television program.
The theme for this year is "One
Person Can Make a Difference."
Entries may be created using film
or video, but must be submitted on
standard, full-size VHS tape and
must be five minutes in length.
The deadline for entries is June
14, 2002. Official entry forms are
available
by
visiting
www.christophers.org/
contests.html.
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Poor representation of
Green Day's best

It's about time Green Day put
out a "best-of' album. This is a band
who has a wide collection of catchy
punk rock songs spanning over· a
decade . .Chosen wisely, their best
could make up the ultimate poppunk CD. That's why Green Day's
International Superhits is such a
disappointment.
· First off, this is not a ·collection
of their best songs, it is a collection
of their major label singles (plus
two new songs) ..From Dookie to
Warning, the songs you got tired
of on the radio are now immortalized on one CD.
The CD opens with "Maria" and
"Poprocks and Coke," two
suppossed "superhits." The songs
are good, but typical of what you
would expect from Green Day.
From the new tracks, lnterna-

Over the Rhine
Films for Radio
(Narda)

Afair going for
hometown heros
Cincinnati's very own Over The
Rhine has gifted us with their latest studio recording in five years,
Films' For Radio. The title says it
all - each song gives off such a
sense of feeling that you, as the listener, feel as if you 're on one giant
ride of emotions. The stories presented are so personal that you
could have a discussion about any
of them over a cup of coffee.
They're fun to listen to though; so
much so that the other person talking to you over their coffee would
your favorite conversation companion.
The topics themselves aren't
your usually teen-angst subjects
either. The topics that Karin
Berquist sings to us deal with issues that a more mature crowd can
appreciate. The songs range from
her worry about balancing her real

tional Superhits transitions into a single is never automatically con"Longview," "Welcome to Para- sidered a "hit." "Warning" is by far
dise,'; "Basketcase," "When I Come the worst song from the release, and
Around" and "She." These were all would have been better being exsolid tracks off Dookie, though it's changed with "Church on Sunday"
a shame "Coming Clean" or ~'Burn or "Deadbeat Holiday."
out" didn't make the cut.
Perhaps the only redeeming asSingles from Insomniac are . pect of1nternational Superhits is
next, including the all t.oo simple the unreleased singles that resur"Brain Stew."
face from movie soundtracks of the
"Hitchin' a Ride" and "Time of past (remember "J.A.R." from "AnYour Life" made the cut from gus?") These tracks are a welcome
Nimrod, along with. "Redundant" reintroduction to regular listening.
and "Nice Guys Finish Last." Not
· What a shame, too, that classic
bad songs, but again, where are hid- Green Day songs from Lookout!
den gems from this release like the Records releases aren't included.
insightful· "Walking Alone?"
Just because it is a single doesn't
The portion from International mean it's "the best." Take to the
Superhits, inlcuding songs from mp3s for your Green Day ultimix,
Warning, is straight from the radio this one isn't it.
play list to your ears. The title track
- Mike Kohlbecke1;
stands as a living testament to why
Diversions Editor

New Releases
The following discs are due for rele.ase on or before Dec. 4 ...
Cyprus Hill, Stoned Raiders (Columbia) ... De La Soul, AO/: Bionix
(Tommy Boy) ... Fat Joe, J.O.S.I'.E. (Atlantic) ... Mack 10, Bang or Ball
(Cash Money) ... Rutl'Ryders, Ryde or Die, Vol. II/ (Ruff Ryder) ... Yolanda
Ada~s. Believe (Elektra)
... all dates are tentative.

life .with her religious one, to her
worries over her failing relationships, and everything in between.
·On the song, "I Radio Heaven,"
she· tells us of her problems with
praying (I radio heaven/I get mixed
signals/I move the antenna/ I
switch the channels), She does dip
into pop subjects with "Goodbye."
In it she is put into the situation of
either leaving her loved one and
accepting a life of loneliness, or
swallowing her pride and admitting
that she was wrong in this particular disagreement, which she does
not feel she is. ,
.· There is more to this band than
just the singer though. There's the
mastermind behind the lyrics and
music, Linford Detweiler. He wrote
all butthree of the songs on the
alburri, two of them are by Karin,
and the other, "Give me Strength,"
was written and arranged by Dido.
There's a familiar string i:unning
through all the songs musically.
.The songs feel like puzzle pieces
- they're all different, but they all
add to the whole in their own
unique way.
Over the Rhine's real strength
though is that they are a band who
has worked together since the late
'80s. There's such a familiarity between the music and lyrics that
there isn't even a question about
balance, they mesh together incredibly well. They coexist so well in
fact that you never feel that this is
really just the vocalist carrying the
band, or vice versa, and it is nice to
see that this still happens.
-Dan Cox,
Contributing Writer
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Thursday, Dec. 6

Sunday, Dec. 9

DJ Spooky
@Top Cat's

Peter Frampton
@ Taft Theatre

Friday, Dec. 7
Over the Rhine
@ Taft Theatre
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Tuesday, Dec. 11
Blues Traveler
@ Taft Theatre
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week of DECEMBER 5, 2001

Kwanzaa is from Swahili, meaning "First Fruits." Created by Dr. Maulana
Ron Karenga in 1966, Kwanzaa is a 7 day spiritual, festive, and.joyous
celebration of the oneness and goodness of life and community as
demonstrated in this holiday's rituals which include lighting candles, reciting
prayers, singing songs and gift-giving.

<P{ease join the
Office oftMufticuftura{}lfjairs
and the Xavier Community
in this joyous ce{e6ration.

Peaturing Xavier Vniversit;y students as
readers of the seven principfes el,
Xavier Vniversity qospe{ Choir
Decem.ber eai
Bella.rmi"D.e Chape1
7:00p.m.•

..
WE WANT
YOU!!!
Why?

Because you are talented, enthusiastic and
have experience with event planning! !

What for? To help plan a fantastic Manresa experience
for the incoming class of 2002 !
How?

By serving as a paid Orientation Intern on the
planning team known as Manresa Core!
(Orientation Team Experience Not Required.)

When?

Limited Hours during Spring 2002 and
Summer of 2002.

·"·

APPLY NOW
Staff Coordinator or Parent/Family Coordinator
Applications Available at WWW .xu.edu/oreintation/ot or by
stopping by the Center for Career and Leadership
Development in O'Connor Sports Center
For more information call Jennifer Weed @745-4897
DEADLINE: Weds., December 19th, 2001
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December 9

December 5

So often people ask me how I
put out edition after edition of Cal- .
endar City. What goes into. it?
How do you keep it so fresh and
so clean, clean? Why is it so sophisticated and yet always so
sassy? Well, like the mas}ced magician that I am, I will now reveal
the secret of my trade.
Calendar City ... is nothing more
than a bunch ofbuzz words. That's
right, buzz words. Words that are
immediately funny. It doesn't matter how bad my jokes are so long
as I use a word that everyone recognizes. Let me give you an example: Mr. Twill be attending the
International Coffee Hour today
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Romero Center. I pity the fool that
doesn't attend. Will Mr. T actually be there? Probably not. You
get :my point though. He earned
stature as immediately funny ever
since he marketed his very own
"T" cereal and his own cartoon.
Today is also National Bathtub
Party Day. I recommend celebration of this occasion by someone
actually using one of the tubs in
Brockman. Maybe you could take
a bath with Bubbles. If that
doesn't float your boat, you could
always head over to the grass outside Husman Hall where Santa's
Hot Tub will be taking place from
8 p.m. to 11 p.m. This filthy mon-

By Dan Arbeznik To place an item in the calendar, call 924-8417 or mail to ML 2129.
strosity will seat 15 at a time, except when Santa (or Mr. T) is in
there .... .then it only seats one.
I'll sure as heckfire be there if
there's any chance that Yukon
Cornelius or Hermie, D.D.S,
might show.
The men's basketball team
will be hoopin' it up today with a
showdown at Purdue. The game
st~rts at 8 p.m. Launchpad
McQuack ... the A-Team ...
Hulkarnaniacs ...

I 1; hid;:.~ •J!\I
December 6
Are you looking for a riproarin" good time? Look no further than Bogart's.
The
Pietasters bring all of their wellcrafted drunken banter to the
Nati today at 8 p.m. Also playing are The Messengers and
Hekura ... the Mystery Machine
••• Alex P. Keaton ... Monterey
Jack ...
Leave your shoes out in the
halls tonight and, for once, you
can honestly claim that it isn't
because of the rancid smell. It's
St. Nick day.... Transformers ...

Beaker ... Joey Lawrence ... whoa.
On the the sixth day of Christmas, ·my true love gave to me a
Kwanzaa celebration in Bellarmine
. Chapel ... Vanilla Ice ... Lawn
Gnomes ... David Hasselhoff ...
The College Democrats will begin rebuilding their empire today
with a meeting in Alter 307 at 8 p.m.
Known democratArthur Fonzerelli
will probably be there. Also in at~
tendance may be Al Gore who plans
on taking credit for ratification of
the 13th Ammendment which happened on this day over 130 years
ago today ... Irish people ... Polish
people . . . German people .. .
Umpaloompas ... Potsy Webber .. .

. FRIDAY
December 7 ·
Of course if you really want a
good grade on a paper, you may feel
free to use these words whenever
you are writing. Teachers love this
stuff. Talk about the downward
trend of our economy and its relationship to Buddy Lembech from
Charles in Charge. Instant A+. I'm
sure your teacher will enjoy it. It is,
after all, National Teacher Appreciation Day.

You can also get up at 6 a.m.
today to get in line to get tickets
for the Crosstown Shootout. lwas
planning on camping out, but that
fascist regime, a.k.a. the Xavier
Police, will not permit the parking
of my tent in front of the Cintas
doors. Be a rebel. Getthere at5:58
a.m. ... Alvin ... Simon ... Theodore
..: Boner ... the Smurfs .. .

1~1( ,: •tl\11
December·B
Today is the anniversary of the
fall of the Soviet Empire which collapsed 12 years ago today. Today
is also the one-week anniversary
of the fall of the St. X Bombers.
Wildcats were crossing the goalline about as often as Easterners
crossed the wall into the West.
The Long Island Blackbirds
visit the Cintas· Center today at
7:30 p.m. for a non-conference
clash.
Before the game, you can go to
the Fairtrade Coffee Day at the Villa
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Coffee and an
Open Mic. What could be better?
... Ace and Gary ... Macho Man ...
Midgets ... Gargamel ... M.C. Hammer ... Kazaam ... the Snorks ...

Help Wanted

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups. You can earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
the
extremely
easy
campusfundraiser.com three-hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Please contact campusfundraiser.com at 1( 888)-923-3238, or log onto
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Travel
Spring Break 2002 - Travel
with STS to Jamaica, Mexico or
Florida. Promote trips on campus
to earn cash and free trips. Infor·mation/rese:rvations 1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in FREE travel, drinks, food
and parties with the best DJs and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, you can call us
at 800-293-1443 or email
sales@studentcity.com for more
information.
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send

December 10
On this Human Rights Day, go
see the men's basketball team
show no mercy to the Wisconsin
Badgers: The game starts at 7:30
p.m. Today I'll be going to see a
sneak peak of"The Fellowship of
the Ring." Ten to one says
Gandolf would kick the crap out of
Harry Potter.

11.JESDAY ·
December 11
So why is it I am revealing this
. secret to all of you? Well, Christmas break is right around the corner so most all of you will probably forget. Of course, when I say
'tncetaJl' Ime:n"all two" of you
who actually read this dribble.
Today join the MSA as they wave
"Goodbye to Ramadan."

completely rehabbed, walk to campus, 2 baths, AC, $1, 150/month. For
info call 608-0887.

Part-time nanny for threemonth-old in pakley home. To begin Jan. 2002. 20 hrs/week. Transportation required. For interview
call Jennifer at 731-8133.
Childcare help wanted. Looking
for a fun part-time job working
with children? No nights or weekends, competitive pay, will train.
Cal1Courtneyat772-5888 ext. 203.

Hannukah is ... the festival of
lights. Instead of one day of pres en ts we have eight craaazy
nights. In case you haven't figured it out, Hannukah begins today. So if you think you're the
only kid in town ... without winning football teams ... here's a list
of teams who suck ... just like Mr.
T. Bengals play today down at the
Stadium. They make the Lions feel
pretty good about _themselves.

To place a classified ad call Emily at 745-3561
you on Spring Break to Cancun,
the Bahamas, Jamaica or
Mazatlan FOR FREE ! To find
out how, you can give us a call
at 1-888-777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com
to find out more.

*** Act Now! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
Reps needed. Travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6+. Call
1-800-838-8203 or log on at
www.leisuretours.com.
#1 Spring break vacations!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Sell
trips, earn cash & go free. Now
hiring campus representatives 1800 - 234 - 7007
endlesssummertours.~om.

Spring Break- Nassau/ Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica
from $459. Air, hotel, transfers,
parties and more!! Organize
small group - earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800GET-SUN-1.

For Rent

House for rent. Nice part of
Floral, very quiet, 4 BR, new
kitchen, d/w, laundry, AC, parking. Call 604-5159.

Huge 5-6 BR apt. w/d, dishwasher, central air, ceiling fan, offstreetparking, screened porch, $31 O/
room includes water and cable. April
signing bonus!! 970 Dana Ave. Call
931-3731.
2 BR apt. Less than one mile from
XU. Very nice, large bathroom,
da'yroom, front porch, H.E.F. Available May. Call Jim at 531-8857.
4 BR/ 2 bath apt. Less than one
mile fromXU. Cent. air, d/w, free laundry. Available June. $850/month. Call
Paul at 739-7874.
Staying in Cincinnati after graduation? Graduate to luxury living in a
. spacious 1 - 2 bdrm apartment home
at Windsor in Brookstone Village!
Ideally located minutes from 1-71
and the Norwood Lateral.
Brookstone Village offers a resortstyle swimming pool, 24-hour fitness facility, a tanning bed and an
enormous clubhouse for your postgraduation parties! Our apartments
feature gas fireplaces, w/d hookups,
private patios/balconies, additional
storage and 3 x 4 closets in the
bdrms! Visit us on the .internet at
www.windsorcommunities'.com, in
person at 3515 Brookstorie Dr. Cincinnati, OH 45209 or call: 1-800-888RENT, ext. 1105.

House for rent. 4 - 5 BR.
3741Spencer. $300/person. Available after Jan. I. Call Dave at 9848576.
Off-campus housing. Oxford
Apartments, 1005 Dana Ave. Free
heat, walk to campus, cable hookup, parking, AC. Accepting applications. $355 and up. Manager: Art
961-3786. Office: 474-5093.
For Rent: 2, 5 & 6 BR. Stunning
luxury apartments, newly renovated and close to campus. Set in
majestic turn of the century mansion, these apartments feature: finished wood floors, ceramic tile,
ceiling fan, laundry, AC, off-street
parking, security lighting, garbage
disposals, dishwashers and new
appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are large
enough to share. These apartments are a must see and won't
last long. For a showing call, Ian
at 253-7368 or Tim at 325-8610.
For rerit 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious
3 BR house, walking distance to
campus and Kroger's. This property features off-street parking, detached garage, ceramic and hardwood floors, large living room and
dining room, and beautiful yard.
For an appointment contact Tim at
325-8610. Only $1, 150/month.
4 BR, in 3 family on Ivanhoe,

Houses for rent. Easy walk to
campus. Equipped and all with offstreet parking. 885 ·Clinton
Springs: 7 BR/ 3 112 bath; 2550
Woodburn: 3 BR; and 1600
Brewster: 5 BR; 1616 Brewster: 3
BR, available Jan. 2002. Call JoEllen
at321-0043.
Norwood four BR on the second floor of two-family house.
3804 Elsmere Ave. Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laundry. Deck and AC $1, 100/month
plus utilities. Available June 2002.
Call 731-2131.
Apartments: one to six bedroom 945 & 1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance to school. Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, offstreet parking, AC, well- lit, maintained and secure buildings. Starting at $270/student. Phone Darryl
Norris at 703-3242.
Mt. Lookout: 5 BR, deck, yard,
eat in kitchen, laundry facilities,
483.5 Eastern Ave. $1,210/month.
For info call 321-4764.
Need a place to live spring semester? Open BR in house on
Ivanhoe. $300/month plus utilities.
Females only please. 631-1125.

Miscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and LPs. Come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Montgomery Road.

